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Abstract
Weconsider laser-pumpedone-dimensional two-component bosons in aparabolic trap embedded in a
high-finesse optical cavity.Above a thresholdpumppower, thephotons that populate the cavitymodify
the effective atom trap andmediate a couplingbetween the two components of theBose–Einstein
condensate.Wecalculate the ground state of the laser-pumped systemandfinddifferent stages of self-
organizationdependingon thepower of the laser. Themodifiedpotential and the laser-mediated coupling
between the atomic components give rise to richmany-bodyphysics: an increase of thepumppower
triggers a self-organizationof the atomswhile an even larger pumppower causes correlations between the
self-organized atoms—theBECbecomes fragmented and the reduceddensitymatrix acquiresmultiple
macroscopic eigenvalues. In this fragmented superradiant state, the atoms canno longer bedescribed as
two-level systems and themappingof the system to theDickemodel breaksdown.

1. Introduction

Cavity quantum electrodynamics (QED) is a burgeoning field of research due to recent rapid technological
progress in thefields of optics, electronics and optoelectronic devices. From scalable quantum computers [1–4]
to controlling atoms in an ultracold atomic ensemble [5, 6], atoms coupled to light in cavities have opened
promising new avenues of research. In particular, due to the ability to precisely control andmanipulate ultracold
atoms, trappedultracold atoms inoptical cavities have emerged as a prime choice for simulating cavityQED [7]. The
paradigmatic light–matterDickephase transitionwasfirst realizedusing cold atoms in [8] and subsequently, other
setups [9–11]have simulated theDickemodel [12].

The impact of realizing suchmodels goes beyond the field of ultracold atoms.Namely, cavityQEDprovides
hybrid quantum systems [13–17] that are one route to storing quantum informationwith long decoherence
times. Indeed, ultracold atoms are readily accessible and can have decoherence times of several seconds [15, 18];
thus ultracold atoms and, in particular, their hyperfine states (usually the ‘clock states’) have bright prospects for
quantum information storage. Attempts to collectively couple themicrowave hyperfine ground state of an
ultracold atomic ensemble in a cavityQED settingwith a superconducting resonator are already being pursued
by numerous groups across theworld despite the substantial technical challenges [19–24].

In recent years cavityQED experiments with ultracold atoms in optical cavities have evolved substantially
[25, 26]. In this work, we take afirst step towards understanding the physics of two-component trapped one-
dimensional (1D) ultracold atoms incorporating interparticle interactions aswell as coupling to a cavity. Our
results extend the understanding of experimental control ofmulti-component systems through optical cavities.
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Interestingly, cavityQED can also be used tomediate interactions between atomswithin an ultracold atomic
ensemble [10]. In the dispersive regime, a transverse pumpbeam is coupled to the longitudinal atomicmotion of
the ultracold atoms. The atomicmotion, in turn,may populate the cavitymodes via photons scattered by the
moving atoms. Thus, depending on the pump power, a self-organization of the atomic density is triggered
[10, 27]. It is possible to resonantly control these interactions: in a spinor, two- ormulti-component condensate,
the atomic states can be coupledwith each other via an optical [7] or amicrowave cavity [19, 24].

Theoretically, cavityQED can be described by the Tavis–CummingsHamiltonian or generally theDicke
model [12, 28, 29]. The representation of ultracold atoms in an optical cavity by theDickemodel involves a
simplificationwhich is justified as long as the atomic ensemble is appropriatelymodeled by a two-level system.
However, in a degenerate ultracold ensemble, the atoms aremoving and interacting, and theDickemodelmay
thus breakdown [30, 31].

For single- andmulti-component BECs, i.e., BECs of atomswith internal degrees of freedom, the basic
model is theGross–Pitaevskii equation. It is an approximation that incorporates interactions through a specific
mean-field approximation based on the expectation value of the bosonicfield and, as such, neglects correlations
[32–34]. The inclusion of atom–atom scattering together with atom-cavity coupling is, however, likely to affect
the correlations between the atoms: the back-action of the photons onto the atomic state can be cast in the form
of a cavity-mediated optical lattice. Non-trivial correlations are known to emerge between cold atoms, in optical
lattices, for example the superfluid-Mott transition in the Bose–Hubbardmodel [35, 36], and are beyond the
realmofmean-field theories; such correlations thus entailmany-body effects that cannot be described by the
Gross–Pitaevskiimodel. The original proposal [19] to couple ultracold atoms to a superconductingmicrowave
cavity, for instance, neglected the interparticle interactions and thereby the interesting correlations that emerge
in 1Dmulti-component condensates [37].

A representative example for amany-body effect is the so-called fragmentation [38, 39] of the BEC.
Fragmentation can be quantified using the reduced one-body densitymatrix (RDM); if the RDMhas only a
singlemacroscopic eigenvalue the system is said to be condensed [40], while if the RDMhasmore than one
macroscopic eigenvalue the state is said to be fragmented [38, 39, 41, 42–55]. Fragmentation has been recently
demonstrated to emerge in single-component ultracold bosons coupled to a single-mode cavity for pump
powers roughly four times as large as the pumppower necessary to drive the system from the normal to the
superradiant phase [30]. Importantly, fragmentation and consequently correlations are also known to be present
in spinor condensates [37, 56–59].

We study themany-body physics of a 1D two-component BEC in a high-finesse optical cavity as a function
of the power of the applied transversal laser pumps, see figure 1.We consider a setupwhere the photons that
populate the cavitymode throughRaman scatteringmodify the one-body potential of the atoms andmediate a
coupling between the two components of the BEC, see also [60].We go beyond [60] and exploit the capabilities
of themulticonfigurational time-dependentHartreemethod for indistunguishable particles X (MCTDH-X)
[37, 61–63] to accurately [64–66] include interactions and correlations between the atoms trapped by an external
confinement. Reference [60] studies two-component bosonswithout an external potential andwith no
interactions, i.e., a system inwhich a discreteZ2 symmetry is present andmay be broken spontaneously. Our
investigation below deals with confined and interacting bosons, i.e., amore realistic systemwhere correlations
play a crucial role and the discreteZ2 symmetry is absent. Our results thus complement thefindings in [60].

To this end, we extended theMCTDH-X software [63] to interacting bosonswith internal structure [37] that
are coupled to an optical cavity. To cast the evolution of the cavity field amplitude in the formof a partial
differential equation, we introduce a complex damping term that describes the cavity losses phenomenologically
and circumvents the necessity to solve a complicatedmaster equation. This approximation is particularly good
for the experimental setup considered in the paper whereΔc?Δa and it is compatible with adiabatic
elimination.We useMCTDH-X tofind the ground states and investigate the density,momentumdensity, the
effective potential, fragmentation, cavity population, and polarization (i.e. the fraction of atoms in each
component) of the ground state as a function of the strength of the pumps.

Wefind that the combined systemof atoms and photons undergoes two transitions. Formoderate pump
powers the atoms self-organize; the system is described by theDickemodel and exhibits a transition from a
normal to a superradiant phase. For larger pumppowers in the superradiant phase, the reduced one-body
densitymatrix of the atoms acquires severalmacroscopic eigenvalues—the BEC fragments and the combined
systemof light andmatter enters the fragmented superradiant phase [30]. Together with this second transition,
an almost complete polarization of the atoms emerges and, simultaneously, the two-level description of the
atomic ensemble—and therewith theDickemodel—breaks down.

This paper is structured as follows. In section 2we introduce theHamiltonian, the quantities of interest and
themethod used. In section 3we describe our results on themany-body physics of ultracold interacting two-
component bosonswith cavity-mediated coupling between the components. A short discussion and outlook
follow in section 4.
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2. System andmethod

The time-dependent 1Dmany-boson Schrödinger equation in dimensionless units8 is

Yñ = ¶ Yñˆ ∣ ∣ ( )H i . 1t

Here, Yñ∣ is themany-bodywavefunction ofN bosons inM single-particle states

å Yñ = ñ
= ¼ =



⎡
⎣
⎢⎢

⎤
⎦
⎥⎥∣ ( ) ( ˆ )

!
∣ ( )

( )

†

C t
b

n
vac , 2

n n n
n

k

M
k

n

k, , 1M

k

1

where, ˆ †
bk is the bosonic creation operator acting on the vacuum ñ∣ nvac , k is the occupation of the kth single-

particle state and  ( )C tn is a time-dependent coefficient. The sum in equation (2) runs over all configurations
= ¼

 ( )n n n, , M1 with afixed number of particles + + =n n NM1 . Here and in the followingwe use

Figure 1.One-dimensional two-component quasi-condensate in a high-finesse optical cavity. The ultracold two-component bosons
are pumped by two transverse pumpbeams that couple to the transitions between the atomic states ñ∣ and ñ∣2 and between ñ∣ and ñ∣1
with Rabi frequenciesΩ1 andΩ2, respectively (see dashed box). The coupling to the cavity is given by =( ) ( )G x g k xcos c0 for both
transitions, where g0 is the single atom coupling strength, see text. In the self-organized phase, the cavitymode is populated (blue
dashes) and acts on the atoms as a potential and effective coupling between the  and  component.

8
To arrive at the dimensionless units, we divide theHamiltonian by 

mL

2

2 . To arrive at the interaction parameters l = 0.09750 and l = 0.10 ,
wefirstfix a length scale of L=1 μm.The scale of energy for themassm of 87Rb is ÿ2/(mL2)=116 Hz and the scale of time is
mL2/ÿ=1.37ms. According to [67], the 1D scattering lengthsλ are the three-dimensional scattering lengths a3D rescaled by the frequency
ω⊥of the transversal confinement by l w= ^Lm a2 3D .We pick the x =  state andmap l

0 to =a a100.43D
11

0, where a0 is the Bohr radius.
One obtains w l= =^ ( )Lma2 687.90 3D

11 Hz.
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dimensionless units (see footnote 8 on page 3) obtained by dividing themany-bodyHamiltonian by 

mL

2

2 wherem
is themass of the particles and L the unit of length. Atomic losses are neglected in this work.

Since the bosons have two components the single-particle states *j ( )x t;k associatedwith the creation

operators ˆ †
bk aremutually orthonormal vectors,

* *åj f=
x

x x

= 

 ( ) ( ) ( )x t x t 1; ; , 3k k
,

,

made up of two functions *fx
k

, . Here 1ξ denotes the unit vector in the space of components. In the followingwe

use the term ‘components’ to refer to the contribution of the f ( )x t;k and f ( )x t;k functions to themany-body
state Yñ∣ , while we use the terms ‘orbitals’ or ‘single-particle states’ to refer to the vectorsj ( )x t;k , respectively.

The position-spaceHamiltonian of the ultracold systemof two-component bosons coupled to the cavity reads

å å= +
= < =

ˆ ˆ ( ) ˆ ( ) ( )H h x t W x x t; , ; . 4
i

N

i
i j

N

i j
1 1

Here, ˆ ( )h x t; is the one-body operator that contains the kinetic energy, the confinement potential ( )V x t, , and
a cavity-mediated term ( )V x t,cavity , i.e.,

å
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The action of the cavity photons on the atoms is given by the one-body potential ( )V xcavity :

=
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The diagonal terms V cavity , V cavity prescribe amodification of the one-body confinementVξ, while the off-

diagonal ones,  V V,cavity cavity , induce a cavity-mediated coupling between the components [60]:

*

a

a d

h a a
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= = +
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The parameters a ∣ ∣U ,
2 describe the depths of the cavity-mediated optical lattices for the two components, with

kc and d̃ being thewave vector of the cavitymode and the offset between the two optical lattices, respectively. The
cavity pumppower η governs the coupling between different components. The parameters  U , are determined
by the dipolematrix elements and the detuning.

The cavity field amplitudeα is given by the following equation ofmotion [30, 60]:

å

å

a r k a

r h

¶ = -D + -

+

=
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, 1

where r = áY Y ñ( ) ( )∣ ˆ ˆ ∣ ( )
†

t t b b tkq k q are thematrix elements of the RDM,Δc is the detuning of the cavity frequency
with respect to the laser pump, and the decay rateκ accounts for photons leaking out of the cavity.Here, we also
introduced thematrix elements

åj a j= á ñ
x

x x
x

= 

 ∣ ∣ ∣ ( )∣ ( )U U k x1 1 cos , 9kq k
T

c q
,

, 2 2

* *ò

h j h j

h f f f f

= á ñ

= +   
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( ( )[ ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )]) ( )

k x

x k x x x x x

cos 0 1
1 0

d cos . 10

kq k c q

c k q k q
, ,

TheUkqmatrix elements define the back-action of individual atomic components on the cavity field amplitude
α. The elements ηkq define a coupled back-action of both atomic components on the cavity field amplitudeα
and are zero for polarized atoms.

Wenote that the single distinction of themathematical framework for the description ofmicrowave cavities
as opposed to optical cavities is themagnitude of the cavity wave vector kc: formicrowave cavities, the ( )k xcos c

terms in equations (7), (9), (10) could be considered constants.
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To complete ourmathematical description, we consider an identical parabolic confinement for both
components of the atomic cloud,

º = ( ) ( ) ( )V x V x x
1

2
, 112

and contact interparticle interactions of atomswithin the same component,

å l d¢ = - ¢
x

x x x

= 

ˆ ( ) ( ( )) ( )W x x x x1 1, . 12T

,

,
0

Wefix the interaction strength to beweakly repulsive and slightly different for each component: for the 
component, we set l = 0.09750 and for the  component l = 0.10 in dimensionless units; see footnote 8 on
page 3 for a dimensionalizedmodel using 87Rb atoms. Since the interactions in the  component are slightly
weaker, a larger population in the  state is energetically favorable. Note that, for simplicity, we have neglected
interparticle interactions of atoms in distinct components that are present in ultracold spinor bosons [37, 68].

In this paper,weuse themulticonfigurational time-dependentHartreemethod for indistinguishable particles
software [63] to solve equation (1) for themany-body ground state.To that end, the time-dependent variational
principle is used toderive a set of equations ofmotion for both the coefficients and the single-particle states entering
themulticonfigurational ansatz in equation (2).Optimizingboth the coefficients and the single-particle states ensures
that the relevant part of themany-bodyHilbert space is spanned efficiently.Here,we consider a systemofN=100
atomsdescribedbyM=3 single-particle states coupled to equation (8) for thepopulationof photons in the cavity.

To compute the ground state,wepropagate the coupled equations (1) and (8) in imaginary time todampout all
excited states.Note that the populations of the different components are varying in the process of imaginary time
propagation, as the excitations of the systemmayhave a different atomnumbers in the components. Theobtained
ground state distributions of atomsbetween components are such that the total energy of the system isminimized.

We remark thatwework in dimensionless units throughout by dividing themany-bodyHamiltonian by 

mL

2

2

wherem is themass of the considered particles and L the unit of length. For examplewith 87Rb atoms and
L≡1 μm, the longitudinal extent of the systemwe consider is roughly 4–6μmyielding roughly 15–20 atoms
permicron (see footnote 8 on page 3). Furthermore, atomic losses are neglected in this work.

We investigate a cavity with parameters related to Esslinger’s experimental setupwith an optical cavity [8]
and consider a two-component systemwith two transversal pumps and the coupling scheme illustrated in
figure 1, see also [60]. The pumps and the cavity are far-red-detuned from the atomic transition.We define the
atomic and cavity detuningsΔ1/2 andΔc, in terms of the energies of the involved states ñ ñ ñ ñ∣ ∣ ∣ ∣1 , 2 , , ,
respectively,    w w w w= = = =ñ ñ ñ  ñ ∣ ∣ ∣ ∣E E E E, , ,1 1 2 2 .Wefix ºñ∣E 0 and obtain the detunings:

w w
w

w w
w w
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W W
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W W

2
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,

2
.c c

1 1

2 2

1 2

2

1 2

Weassume that these atomic detunings are large enough compared to the kinetic energy in the excited states
ñ ñ∣ ∣1 , 2 such that we can eliminate them fromour description, see [60] for details.We consider two-photon

Raman transitions to be close to-resonant, i.e., w w w w w» - » - W Wc c1 2
. The relative two-photon detuning

is d w= - w w


-W W

2
2 1 . The coupling of the ñ∣ ( ñ∣ )-component to the atomic excited state ñ∣1 ( ñ∣2 ) is

=( ) ( )G x g k xcos c0 . The cavity pumppower is h = =W

D

W

D

g g0 1

1

0 2

2
, the cavity detuning isΔC=−42992, the cavity

loss-rateκ=5555, the k-vector of the cavity kc=4.9, the cavity-atom coupling = = = = D  D
U U1, 2

g g0
2

1

0
2

2
,

and the potential offset d d= + -W
D

W
D

˜ 1
2

1

2
2

2
is a Stark-shifted two-photon detuning [60].

In dimensionalized units (see footnote 8 on page 3), we have ( k pD = - ´ ) (U U, , , 2 4.987c MHz,
2π×0.6444MHz, 1457.7 Hz, 728.849 Hz).

3. Polarization and fragmentation of two-component bosons in a cavity

Wenowdiscuss the physics of the ground state of the two-component BEC as a function of the cavity pump

power. As quantities of interest, we use the reduced one-body densitymatrix r ¢ = áY Y ¢ Y Yñ( ) ∣ ˆ ( ) ˆ ( )∣( ) †
x x x x,1 ,

and its diagonal (simply called density) r rº ¢ =( ) ( )( )x x x x,1 , and the amplitude of the cavity field a∣ ∣. Since
we consider two-component bosons, the densities are also two-component quantities. The quantity r ( )x1 is
the component density, as it gives the density of the  component; likewise for the  component. The sumof the
component densities is the total density. Figures 2(a)–(c) show the component densities together and the total
density as a function of the pumppower η.
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Examining thedensity and its components, already reveals richphysics: close to zeropumppowerη each
component sees apotential that is almost harmonic as the cavity populationα is zero (seefigures 2(e)–(f) and3(a)). The
respectivedensities are thereforeGaussian-shapedand showno spatialmodulation (figures 2(a)–(c)). In themapping
of the system to theDickemodel, this absenceof spatialmodulation corresponds to thenormalphase [11, 12]. In the
normal phase, themomentumdistributionhas amaximumat zerowithno secondarypeak (figure2(d)).

As the cavity pumppower crosses a threshold value of ηc≈25, the cavity field amplitude (figure 3(a))
increases and the atoms self-organize into a periodic structure as a consequence of the cavity-mediated potential
(see equation (7)). This self-organization is a hallmark of the transition of the system to the superradiant state of
the equivalentDickemodel [11, 12].

With a further increase of thepumppower, i.e.,ηä[25, 120] the atomic ground state becomes polarized in an
almost purely -component state due to the cavity-mediated potential and coupling between the components (see
equation (7) andfigures 2(e), (f)). This polarization can bequantifiedby the fraction of atoms in the  component,

ò r= { ( )}P
N

x x1
1

d ,

Figure 2.Tracing the self-organization of a two-component Bose–Einstein condensate in a cavity. The total  [ ]density (a) (b)/(c),
the totalmomentumdensity (d), and cavity-modified potential +   ( ) ( )V x V x, ,

cavity (e)/(f) are depicted as functions of the cavity
pump power. The transition to the superradiant state inwhich the cavityfield amplitude is nonzero and the atoms self-organize
happens at ηc≈25 (seewhite dashed line in panel (a)). For larger η, the state becomes polarized (panels (b), (c)) and the density goes
to zero. The density (a)–(c) and potential (e), (f) change the number of humps andminima, respectively, in the superradiant phase.
This change happens at the pumppowers ηwhere the real and imaginary parts of the cavity field amplitudeα (figure 3(a)) change sign.
The self-organization of the two-component system results in the formation of peaks at±kc in the totalmomentumdistribution, see
panel (d). The emergence of fragmentation leads to the formation of additional structurewith a spacing of about kc/3 in the
momentumdistribution, see vertical dashed line in panel (d). See text for further discussion.
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plotted infigure 3(c). At pump powers above η≈120, less than 1%of the atoms are in the  state. This
polarization can be understood as a consequence of the structure of the potential in equation (7); for large pump
power η, the contribution of the off-diagonal potential terms,  V ,

cavity , to the energy isminimized by polarized
states. Since the expectation values of these off-diagonal potential terms always involve an  and a  contribution,
they vanish if either the or the  component is unpopulated.

The observed self-organization behavior can also be understood as a consequence of the cavity-mediated
change of the one-body potential, +   ( ) ( )V x V x, ,

cavity : the density of both components (see figures 2(b) and (c))
is intuitively located at theminima of the potential (see figures 2(e) and (f)).

We now turn to the emergence of correlations in themany-body state; for this purpose, we use the
eigenvalues {nk; k=1,K,M} of the reduced one-body densitymatrix r ¢( )( ) x x,1 .We quantify fragmentation
by the fraction F of atoms that does not correspond to the largest eigenvalue n1:

å= = -
=

⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟ ( )F

N
n

n

N

1
1 . 13

k

M

k
2

1

Figure 3.Cavity population, fragmentation, and polarization of two-component bosons in a cavity. At transition to superradiance of
theDickemodel equivalent to the cold atoms in the cavity, η≈25, the cavity field amplitude a∣ ∣ shows a sharp increase (panel (a)).
The fragmentation (panel (b)) of the state is quenched from40% to almost zero at the transition to superradiance. For larger pump
powers η, concurrently with the polarization of the atoms (panel (c)), fragmentation re-emerges, however, at a smaller rate. This re-
emergence of fragmentation heralds the breakdown of themapping of the system to theDickemodel (comparemomentumdensity in
figure 2(d)). The real and imaginary parts of the cavity field amplitudeα (panel (a)) change sign at the pumppowers ηwhere the
density changes from a two- to a three-hump and from a three- to a four-hump structure in the superradiant phase (seefigures 2(a)–
(c), (e)–(f)), see green/black (gray/black) part of a∣ ∣-plot in panel (a) and text for further discussion.
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The fraction F is 40% at zero pump power, see figure 3(b). This finding is a consequence of the slightly different
interaction strengths of each component aswell as the offset d̃ of the component potentials; if both interaction
strengthswere set equal and d̃ zero, a two-fold fragmented state with = » 50%n

N

n

N
1 2 would be obtained as the

ground state, because this configurationminimizes the contribution of the interactions (see equation (12)) to the
total energy.

When the atoms self-organize at ηc≈25 and theDickemodel equivalent to the systembecomes
superradiant, fragmentation and F are almost zero. For the range ηä[25, 600] of larger pumppowers, however,
fragmentation significantly increases; F is larger than 0.5 above η≈400. The emergence of fragmentation is
accompanied by a sharp growth of the atomic polarization. Above a cavity pumppower of η≈120, the system is
completely polarized and almost all bosons sit in the  state. The  component is thus in a fragmented
superradiant phase analogous to the one found for a single-component Bose–Einstein condensate in a cavity in
[30]. This fragmented superradiant phase goes beyond the two-level physics presupposed in theDickemodel
[12] for the single-component case [30].

Since the observed fragmented state in our two-component system is similar to the fragmented superradiant
state found in [30], it is of interest to assess the (in)applicability of theDicke two-level picture for the present
two-component case aswell. For this purpose, we analyze themomentumdensity infigure 2(d).

Themomentumdensity clearly demonstrates that theDickemodel whosemomentum states are at k=±kc
and zero, qualitatively describes the physics of the systemonly for cavity pumppowers η for which
fragmentation is essentially absent: themomentumdensity is essentially a three-humped structurewithmaxima
at k=±kc and zero for pumppowers η250.Here, we omitted the analysis of the componentmomentum
densities because the ground state is almost completely polarized already for pumppowers ηmuch smaller
than 250.

As the system enters the fragmented superradiant phase for η250, theDickemodel becomes inapplicable:

we observe the emergence of additional structure with a k

3
c -spacing in themomentumdensity in our simulations

infigure 2(d).We verifiedwith anMCTDH-X simulation includingM=4 orbitals that the k

3
c spacing is not a

feature of the applied approximation.Note that themomentumdensity corresponds to the diagonal of the
reducedmomentumdensitymatrix r ¢ =( )( ) k k k,1 . This is amarked difference between the present and the
fragmented superradiant state found for a single-component system in [30]. In the single-component case, the
Dickemodel also breaks down in the transition to fragmented superradiance; however, a structure with a
k

2
c -spacing is formed in the off-diagonal of the reducedmomentumdensitymatrix, r ¢ = -( )( ) k k k,1 while the

momentumdensity ρ(1)(k, k) is Gaussian-shaped.

4. Conclusions and outlook

Wehave investigated themany-body physics of ultracold laser-pumped two-component bosons in a cavity.
Above afirst threshold of the pumppower, the atoms self-organize and the system enters a superradiant state
that is qualitatively described by theDickemodel.When the power of the laser pumps is increased the bosons
become polarized. Above the pumppower necessary for this polarization, fragmentation and correlations
between the atoms emerge gradually: the reduced densitymatrix of the superradiant atomic ensemble acquires

multiplemacroscopic eigenvalues and the Bose–Einstein condensate becomes fragmented. A k

3
c -spaced pattern

in themomentumdistribution of the bosons heralds the breakdown of theDickemodel and the transition to a
fragmented superradiant state. Ourfindings can be detected by a straightforwardmeasurement of the atom
numbers that populate the components and themomentumdensity after time-of-flight expansion.

We stress that our study explicitly includes correlations and investigates a system that is a promising
candidate for ultracold-based quantum computation [69]. Understanding and possibly controlling correlations
triggered in ultracold atoms interfacedwith cavities enriches thefieldwith an important contribution towards
the generation of a scalable quantum computer. For instance, collision-induced highly entangled cluster states
[70–72] can be used as initially prepared resource states to engineermeasurement-based one-way quantum
computations [73–76]. The scheme considered in this work provides an essential building block in the
development of scalable quantum computers involving systems of ultracold atoms [77].

CavityQEDwith ultracold atoms is essentially described by the sameHamiltonian for bothmicrowave and
optical cavities. For optical cavities, the photonwavelength is smaller than the size of the ultracold cloud. The
structure of the cavitymode influences the physics of the systemwithin the optical cavity. Also, the photon recoil
is not negligible. For the case of amicrowave cavity as proposed in [19], the photon recoil can be neglected, and
since thewavelength ofmicrowave radiation ismuch larger than the typical size of the atomic cloud, the cavity
mode does not impose additional non-uniformpotential on the atomic ensemble.
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We thus applied amany-body theory, themulticonfigurational time-dependentHartreemethod for
indistunguishable particles X (MCTDH-X), and described different phases and their correlation properties; we
demonstrated rich physics that result from an intricate interplay of polarization, self-organization, correlations
and fragmentation. To enable a protocol thatmanages the correlations of the system, further studies are needed

to understand themechanismbehind the k

3
c -pattern in themomentumdistribution aswell as the behavior of the

emergent effects as a function of the offset δ and the couplings  U U, . Future studiesmay also include
interparticle interactions between atoms in distinct components,multi-modal [78, 79] andmicrowave [19, 20]
cavities, or considermore than one spatial dimension. Furthermore, the non-equilibriumdynamics of self-
organization [31] or the investigation of fermionic systems [80] or systemswith cavity-mediated long-range [10]
and/or dipole–dipole [81, 82] interactions are of exceptional interest.
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